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eGroup Achieves Partnership with Nutanix Partner Network
Mt. Pleasant, SC, March 24, 2016 – eGroup, the Southeast’s leading provider of data center
architecture, cloud, and managed services announced its recent partnership with Nutanix
Partner Network. To earn the partnership, eGroup exceeded requirements for Certified
Virtualization Professionals, Certified Nutanix Platform Professionals (NPP), Certified Nutanix
Program Sales Engineers (NPSE) and Certified Nutanix Platform Sales (NPS) Representatives
along with satisfying rigorous requirements for training and field installations.
As a recognized leader in the fast-growing, hyper-converged virtual computing platform
market, Nutanix’s goal is to reinvent datacenters by differentiating organizations and providing
support to its clients’ move to the cloud while reducing the challenges and risks.
Being a partner in Nutanix Partner Network, eGroup is authorized to deliver Nutanix
installations providing customers with a powerful building block making datacenters more
efficient, scalable and resilient. Nutanix Partner Network takes advantage of the expanding
business of integrated systems and establishes companies as datacenter leaders.
“Nutanix allows a customer to accelerate their ‘internal disruption’ of technology, with
consolidation of compute and storage in a simple yet effective solution, with massive scale-out
possibilities,” said Mike Dent, eGroup Data Center Architecture Practice Manager.
Nutanix combines compute and storage resources into a tailored appliance that incorporates
the same advanced software architecture used by leading public cloud providers – such as

Google, Facebook and Amazon. The hyper-converged infrastructure lowers power, cooling and
space by 90% while making the time to value in buying, deploying and managing 8x faster.
“Nutanix is one of the few datacenter platforms that starts fast and gets faster over time while
gaining smarter data awareness and more powerful integrations,” says Jirah Cox, eGroup Sales
Engineer and Nutanix Technology Champion.
Nutanix’s process opens the doors to a variety of new opportunities including coming to the
marketplace aligned with industry leaders, one of them being eGroup. eGroup’s partnership
within Nutanix Partner Network reflects its own mission to remain customer driven in
efficiently delivering applications and information to end-users. With over a decade of IT
experience in delivering large scale virtualization, security, cloud and software services, eGroup
is positioned well in partnering with Nutanix Partner Network.

About eGroup
Founded in 1999, eGroup provides innovative data center architecture, cloud, and managed
services to businesses across the Southeast. Recognized by INC 5000 as one of the fastest
growing private companies for four consecutive years, eGroup’s solutions drive customer
revenue while minimizing IT costs. With their four-phased project methodology—which
encompasses consultation, design, deployment and support—eGroup prides themselves on
their customer-driven approach to IT. With access to the best minds in the industry and a cando attitude, eGroup adopts best-of-breed products, services, and technologies to support their
clients’ success.
About Nutanix
Nutanix provides customers with a cloud platform that converges compute and storage into a
resilient, software-defined solution while reducing risks and challenges. Nutanix’s infrastructure
reduces space and eliminates storage complexity enabling application mobility.
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